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This image was lost some time after publication. When copying files between two computers in the same room, you can make wireless or wired connections when you need to share the network with others, all this traffic can be a problem. Not to mention lost data when the whole operation is not going perfectly. I have a Powerbook and PC, both on an 802.11g wireless network in my home office, but
transferring large files between them (as when backing up) was terribly slow. Then I learned about the firewire network in Windows XP and Mac OS 10.3.Firewire 400 gives 400Mbps and Firewire 800 gives 800Mbps. Both Windows XP and Mac OS X.3+ support ip natatively firewire. Just add the connection yourself in windows and in OS X, it will be under the area where you can choose the built-in
ethernet, airport, modem, etc. Give one IP 192.168.x.y and give the other IP 192.168.x.z and you will be set. Use any file sharing method you like best. After stretching the firewire cable between my two machines, adding internal IP addresses and mapping the mac drive to my computer's desktop, my transfers are 20-50 times faster than ever on the network. What once took hours now takes seconds.- Matt
HaugheyFast file transfer between mac and PC on the network? [Ask MetaFilter] [photo: The problem with storing all your files on a file server or network computer is that when you leave the network, how are you going to access the files? Instead of using a VPN or Dropbox, you can use the Offline Files feature built into Windows. Note: You probably should not use this guide to make your 2 terabytes
movie collection available offline — although it may work, it's not recommended just because Offline Files isn't for storing huge amounts of data offline. Set up offline files If you're new to a network, check out our Windows 7 network guide with XP or Vista, or a guide to sharing files and printers between Windows 7 and XP. First, it's a good idea to connect to the computer where the shared folder is located.
There are many ways to do this, but one easy method is to use the Windows + R key combination to recall the Run box, and then type two backslashes and the IP address or host name of the computer you want to connect to. Of course, you can also do the same in the Windows Explorer location box. Once you're connected to your device (you might need to enter your username and password, depending
on your network configuration), you'll see shared folders on another computer. Right-click the folder and choose Map Network drive . On the next screen, you'll be prompted to select a drive letter and optionally use different credentials. Note: Again, you can map otherwise if you want. After you map the drive and open it in Windows Explorer, you can navigate to any drive subfolder and select Always
Available offline from the context menu. When all file files are finished you will receive a message telling you that they will be available offline. For example, I made one folder called Personal Available Offline, which contains one text file called My Plans that contains text text text text text as shown below. So now, if you disconnect from the network, you should still have access to the document, as you can
see in the following screenshot: Note: You will be able to see a list of other folders because it has a cached list of folders, but if you try to open a folder that was not shared offline, it will appear empty until you connect to the network again. Now that your offline files are set up, you can open and make changes to files. Manually initiate synchronization While you want to sync automatically most of the time,
you can always do so manually if you choose to right-click the folder that contains offline files by selecting Sync &gt; Sync selected offline files from the context menu. You can do this alternatively on a disk-based basis. Scheduling sync tasks If you prefer to automate things, you can set up synchronization to happen automatically. To do this, type Sync Center on the Start menu and press Enter. When you
open Sync Center, click the See sync partnerships link on the left, and then double-click the offline files that appear on the right for a list of offline files. When you select the folder for which you want to schedule synchronization, the Schedule button is available in the menu bar. When selected, you'll see a screen asking which folders you want to schedule for, and the wizard walks you through the rest of the
process to set up a schedule. Conflict resolution If you are editing a file offline and someone else on the network is also editing the same file, the scroll must be resolved. Windows will stop syncing these files and mark them as conflicting, but this is easy to fix. Type Sync Center on the Start menu, and then press Enter. When you open Sync Center, click the View sync conflicts link on the left, where you'll
find a list of all files that haven't been synced. To resolve the conflict, right-click the file and choose View options that can be resolved from the context menu. This will give you options to keep the version you created while traveling, keep the version on the server that someone you've edited while traveling, or keep both versions, and rename the version you created. Add some security You can add a layer of
security to offline files by using the file encryption system (FILE SYSTEM ENCRYPTION), which is disabled by default and must be Note: This will encrypt only offline files, not files on the server. To enable offline files, type Sync Center on the Start menu and press Enter. When you open Sync Center, click manage offline files on the left that you want to up the dialog box. You need to switch to the
Encryption tab, and then click Encrypt. Although offline files isn't the same as Dropbox, it's certainly a useful feature to look out for if you're using network folders. There's something about the filing that makes my eyes glaze over - and filing for any time puts me in danger of falling into a coma. But unfortunately, I hate it or not when you run a small business, the application needs to be done, or soon you'll
find your desk collapsing under the weight of all the paper that keeps piling up. What does a hater report do? There are two approaches to the problem that can help. You can try to make your submission time as short as possible (a method I've almost perfected over the years of running an office) or make reporting time as much fun as possible (something I'm trying to achieve). Let's look at tips for reducing
the amount of time you actually spend in the first place. The first question about every piece of paper staring at you waiting to be submitted is: Does this document need to be submitted? Many documents that are in the mail can go directly to the shredder. For example, what's the point of reporting ads or information letters from other companies? When dealing with mail, read the message once, decide if
you will need it in a year and report or shred it accordingly. Chances are, you also make a lot of hard copies of documents that you don't need to submit – and you shouldn't even print first. There is no need to submit paper copies of invoices or letters, for example, if the electronic files are organized and you follow the appropriate backup procedures. So when you're struggling with this filing stack, shreds of
paper can live without. Most of the paper I have to submit is related to the business process - and these documents must be entered into the accounting system before anything else can be done with them. So instead of taking that printer toner cartridge receipt and depositing it in p in my main filing system, I can submit it in my first folding system, a series of folders marked by month and year. For example,
if I bought a toner cartridge in September 2017, it's a file that goes, along with all the other bills, receipts, and other business documents that occurred that month. Then it is a simple matter to go through the folder at the end of the month and make all the accounting entries that need to be made (or if you do not do it yourself to pass the monthly folder to the accountant or accountant). Note that we run a
service company, not a retail company, so sitting down and working on accounts once a month works for me. If you want to update your accounts more often, you'll need to modify the idea of a monthly folder accordingly. What's up after using monthly folders to post? The documents must be transferred to the registration system. But instead of simply submitting each document individually depending on its
title, file logically by group, the filing procedure found much faster. Let's take a closer look at the example of a printer toner cartridge. Instead of depositing this receipt in P for a toner cartridge for the printer, I would like to submit this under Office Supplies - Receipts, in the same place where I would like to file documents such as a receipt to receive post-it notes or a receipt for paper for the printer. This not
only makes filing applications faster, but makes it much easier to find documents later. There is no rule that says that you are limited only to single letters when creating divisions of the filing system. And if you do, you're making your reporting unnecessarily slow and complicated. Customize your registration system to get the group to submit documents and find the right location to place the document faster.
For example, instead of just about a section of my reporting system labeled C, I also have a section called Client Files. The files in client files are sorted alphabetically. The beauty of customizing your document submission system in this way is that it can always be further divided and organized if you need to. Thus, the principal client can have a file system divider marked with its name in the Client Files
section to make it easier to find documents related to it. In this example, the labels in the registration system will be B, C, Customer Files, D... See how much easier it becomes for your application? Another entry tip to speed up your report: Don't forget to customize the alphabet as well. Instead of just having an M-section, mark it also Mc. Another great thing about using a two-step folding system like the
one I described above is that it's much easier to keep the first stage of the folding system (monthly folders) physically close to the workspace. You'll be much more likely to submit documents immediately instead of letting them pile up if you have a close, organized place to deposit them. So put your last, current, and next month monthly folders in the tray or use the concertina file and put it at your fingertips
in the workspace. Most of the folding system (the main folding system, as we called it above, can be located throughout the room and even in another room completely, but in order to save time, you should not get up to complete your first stage of application. The notification tips I've given you so far should help reduce the time you spend filing and prevent brain freezes. But what about making your time
submission more fun? In fact, the only strategy I came up with here is to bribe, rewarding with a cookie if I kill for a while. This will work, but it can lead to for a lot of pounds if you have a lot of submission to do. You can also take a more artistic approach by using all the different colors of file folders and using unusual fonts or label calligraphy. Regardless of whether or not the makes your application more
fun, it will certainly make it more attractive. And who knows? Maybe just the fact that the application is now much faster, that it is so organized, will make it much more pleasant.
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